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The 3 cows from Disney's Home on the Range get transported to Sonic's universe by Alameda Slim with
the help from Dr Eggman.
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1 - Grace gets captured
Home on the Range/Sonic the Hedgehog crossover
This story takes place right after the end of the movie "Home on the Range
In downtown Chugwater, Alameda Slim and his three stupid sidekicks the Willie goons sat in fustration in
their jail cell. "I
would have had every territory in the West no thanks to those good for nothing cows" said Slim. One of
the willies bursted out
"Maybe they just don't like your singing" "Shut Up" shouted Slim "You know what really suprises me is
that one of those cows doesn't
seem to be hynotized by my yodeling I wonder why. Ohhh once I get out of this jail cell if only there was
some way to get even
with that tan cow (he's referring to grace the one cow that kicked the bell in Slim's mouth)
In Sonic's world
In eggman's base Eggman and his two stupid robots Becoe and Decoe were actually hearing Slim's
conversations on his own screen. "Becoe
Decoe I'm going into Slim's world and going to ask for his help to get even with Sonic" He said
something about some cows putting him behind
bars and I'm going to mechinize those cows to steal those precious Chaos Emeralds
back in Slim's world
Eggman opens up a portal and a bright light comes into Slim's jail cell. "What in tarnation" said Slim and
eggman appears to the 4 western
henchmen "good afternoon gentlemen my name is Dr Eggman and I couldn't help but realizing that you
said you wanted to get even
with a bunch of cows am I right? Slim and his willies look confused. "What did he say" said one of the
willies. "You see in my world I live
a mechinized and more modern version of your so called world" "Enough what do you want" asked Slim.
"All I'm saying is that if you join me in
my world I'll be glad to help you get even with those cows so do we have a deal? "Deal" Slim shakes
Eggman's hand "come on you three buffons. and
sudddenly all three of them heads into the portal
In Sonic's world
"HA HA" "welcome to my world" eggman asked "like I said this world is a totally better world than yours"
"Allright so tell me how I can
get even with those cows" eggman backed off and said "Not so fast my friend first I must show you my
latest device. Eggman has a remote control
device used to hypnotize people doing whatever they say and do. Slim wanted to get it over with. "I want
to go back to my world and bring those

cows over here. Eggman hands Slim the device and opens up a portal and Slim manages to enter it
In patch of heaven
Meanwhile back in Patch in Heaven the sky is dark and every animal is fallen asleep. Maggie, Mrs
Calloway and Grace are fallen dead asleep
and when Slim finally realizes that he's right near the farm. Slim tries out the device without trying to
wake up the whole countryside. "Now how
did Eggman told me how to use this thing Oh yeah" he presses the start button and aims it toward the
three cows. Slim slowly opens the gate and all in
a minute the three cows are suddenly in hypnotic stage especially grace who doesn't get hypnotized by
slim's yodeling. the three cows slowly walk
towards the portal that Eggman opened "That's right cows walk this way" eventually the cows enter the
portal and slim walks into the portal right after slim
enters
In Sonic's world
"he he he now that's real wrangling" Maggie Mrs Calloway and Grace are now in no world like another.
Decoe said "wow dr eggman your invention does work" Eggman
said "Hee Hee as soon as I mechinized those cows they should have no problem finding the rest of the
Chaos Emeralds" "I wanna finish those cows" said Slim. "well
we cab yse tgen for bait until Sonic gets here". A loud boom comes and Sonic Tails and even Blaze the
Cat from Sonic Rush come in. Slim quickly takes the ray
gun from Eggman and just when Slim tries to shoot at the cows Blaze jump kicks and knocks the gun
away from Slim. Moments later Sonic uses his spin dash
to break up the remote control. Eventually the cows come to their senses. "Where are we? And where's
Patch of Heaven?" Grace asked Sonic quickly
speeds over to them telling them there is no time to explain until they leave Eggman's headquarters. Mrs
Calloway was stern and wants to know exactly what's
going on here but Maggie interrupts her and tells them its best to listen to the blue hedgehog because of
the fact that their arch nemesis is where they are right
at this moment and a mysterious man they've never heard or met before. The cows decide to follow
Sonic and his friends. "They're getting away" said Slim but Eggman
with his craftiness and his 300 IQ holds up a switch "Not if I can help Ha Ha Ha." The cows are still
running as fast as they can sonic isn't going that fast because
he needs to help them get out of trouble. "How did Slim get here, I thought he was in jail" said Grace. "I
don't know Grace but once we get out of this place we should
soon find out" said Mrs Calloway. As the animals keep running the door is shut right before Grace only
to be trapped to Eggman and Slim. Grace was in total danger. "Sonic
the door is shut" said Tails on the other side of the enclosed door. Sonic decides to spindash but even
he can't open it with his blue spikes Blaze decides to give it a try by kicking
it and trying to light the door on fire but the door was made out of steel. "She's trapped" said Blaze the
purple cat. "What are you guys some kind of freaks or something said
Maggie in her usual sarcastic way. "Never mind that Grace's life is in danger from those ruffians" All the
sudden Sonic and the cows hear diabolic laughter coming from the other side
of the door. Sonic said (voice of Jason Griffith) Oh grat we'll need a rescue plan but we gotta get you
cows outta here. We'll go to Chris' place and try to get as much as we can get"
(laughs) boy Knuckles or anyone else probably wouldn't believe me if I said this" "But first we gotta get

you cows outta here you wouldn't last five seconds in a place like this" Since
Mrs Calloway and Maggie are huge and heavy for Sonic and his friends to carry. Sonic spots a huge cart
and tells the two to get on and. "Hang on tight" Sonic using his fast speed pushes
the cart outside Eggman's lair. Meanwhile Decoe and Becoe have grace and Slim walks up to Grace
taunting him "Well well it seems the table have turned little cow you know thanks to you
I almost choked on that bell you kicked in my mouth. Becoe said "What should we do with this cow Dr
Eggman?" "send her to the cell and strap her to the torture device. "Yes sir" said
boith of the robots. They took her to the cell and began straping to the torture device which is a device
what lets people put dangerous chemicals that turn people or animals into nothing
in short terms it kills them in seconds. Later Eggman tells Grace while she is finally trapped to the torture
device that he will use a mind control device to get even his arch nemesis Sonic
who is the only person that can save Grace. Grace is shocked when she heards this and finally come to
the solution that Eggman used Slim to bring Grace and his friends from Patch of Heaven to
Eggman's liar using some kind of high tech transfer device that transports people to different worlds. As
soon as the robots leave Grace alone in the cell the last words that come out of her mouth
are "YOU WON'T GET AWAY WITH ALAMEDA SLIM" Slim decides to leave eggman's liar and tries to
locate Grace's friends and Eggman knows exactly where Sonic lives so Eggman gives Slim a map
because Eggman
wants to be left alone and he doesn't need his help to capture Sonic. "Come on boys" said Slim to his
willie henchmen "we have cows to wrangle and this should be easy as pie since our prized cow has
been
captured" "Wait for us boss" said one of the slims. Grace really is the hero out of the three not because
she's the only cow who doesn't get hypnotized by Slim's yodeling but because she's the most athletic
and fastest of the three.
In Chris' house
As soon as Sonic sends Mrs Calloway and Maggie back to Chris place. "Wha hoo" "boy that was some
fun" said MAggie who is a little excited after how fast SOnic went but Mrs Calloway wasn't pleased at all.
"Listen here my good man" "I want to know exactly what's going on and how dare you bring us to this
dangerous world of yours" Sonic was shocked when he heard what Mrs Calloway said "Give me a break
lady its
not my fault I got you here seriously" "How should I know why Eggman wants to steal cows like you" "My
name is Sonic the Hedgehog and I'm the defender of this universe and the reason I brought you here is
so
you can be safe" Tails interrupts "You see Dr Eggman is a mad scientist who wants to take over the
world and and use these things called Chaos Emeralds and as soon as he gathers all seven of them
he'll be unstoppable
Mrs Calloway said "I don't have time for this nonsense I'm going back and save Grace. Sonic quickly
interrupts "NO it would be suicide for you to go there" "Don't worry I'll come up with a plan to save your
friend"
"Hey call me crazy but what does Slim have anything to do with this" said Maggie "do you think he
brought us to this world" "Probably so" said sonic. "Listen you two stay here at Chris's house don't worry
he's a nice guy
so you'll get to like him I'll sneak into Eggman's base save your friend while Tails will try to invent a portal
device back in his workshop to get you three back safely to where you've come from right tails? "sure
sonic" said
Tails" "until then you should be all right" "I hope" Sonic quickly speeds by to get help from Amy or

anyone else who's willing to save Grace. Later Sonic speeds of and tails flies back to the workshop to
make something to help the cows

At Eggman's liar
In Dr Eggman's cell Grace is singing a song while still trapped to the torture device. Her singing is so
loud that everyone in Eggman's liar is irritated. Eggman shouts "Becoe Decoe tell that cows to Shut up
while I try to contact Shadow
to see if he'll help steal the chaos emeralds and bring them to me as possible." Yes sir said the two robot
henchmen" and Bokuun go to Sonic and tell him that I have a suprise waiting for him. Bokunn is
exhausted giving out messages "Aw do I have
to Dr Eggman I'm tired can't you get someone else to do it" "DO IT that's an order" said Eggman
"whatever you say" said Bokuun. Becoe and Decoe quickly go over to the cell where Grace is and
Decoe tells her "Be quiet or else Dr Eggman will put a
very dangerous substance and (put their robot fingers near their necks) QUEE bye bye bovine" and
Becoe quickly interrupts "Oh and I forgot to mention Dr Eggman plans to make a robotizced version of
you and soon the whole world will belong
to Dr Eggman he he he boy I love saying stuff like that don't you Decoe" "yeah too bad Dr Eggman
doesn't pay us to do his dirty work for him oh well that's life for a robot I'll tell you ha ha ha" as soon as
they leave Grace realize that not only
will she be killed if Dr Eggman's plan works but the whole world and yet this is 10 times the danger that
she and her friends deal with back in her world. Now if she know a way out of here later and then
suddenly tears come out of her eyes. "The jobs
done Dr Eggman" you shouldh've seen the look of that cow's face when we told her to stay cool ha ha I
made a funny" said Decoe "shut up you idiot I'm trying to get as help as I can" eggman uses his device
to talk with other people and suddenly shadow shows
up "What do you want Doctor" said Shadow. Eggman pleaded "oh please shadow you got to help me
find the chaos emeralds" "why should I" said shadow. Eggman decided to come up with a trick a lie
"Because Sonic plans to use the chaos emeralds to get even with your
friend from the tragedy from ARK" Shadow couldn't believe what he just heard "WHAT! THAT FAKE
HEDGEHOG! I'll make him pay for this and I'll get Rouge's help as well if she agrees said shadow. "Oh
thank you thank you shadow you won't regret this" and don't worry I
have plenty of help once he sees a group of his workers still working on the mechanized Grace.
In the city
Slim and the Willie goons decide to go to a costume store to get disguises so that Maggie and Mrs
Calloway. "Allright we'll go to this store and get tuxedos so that we can slip into that mansion and find
those cows" they spot a store and the cashier "May I help you sirs?"
"Yes my good man me and my friends here need good tuxedos" Slim hands the cashier some money
"Now make it snappy" slim said. "okay come with me and we'll get you boys suited up" said the cashier.
Just recently a blue blur just sped by trying to look for Amy "man where is Amy
and I think Blaze said she might help me as well. Just seconds Bokuun came by. The little black chao
looking thing "Hi do you miss me? Sonic snorted "What do you want Bokuun lemme guess you got a
message from Dr Eggman. Bokuun gave an irratted look into the audience "Gee he must
have seen this episode before" He turns on the TV "Well good afternoon it is sure a great day out there
well especially for me to be exact heh heh heh heh" "you'll be sorry if you hurt that cow friend of you uhh
Grace I do believe she called oh never mind my guess is as good as

anyone else" eggman shows an image of grace being trapped to the torture device. "See that Sonic your
friend is attached to a torture device which allows me to put any dangerous substance and soon she will
turn into nothing KABOOM" said Eggman "Since your friend isn't much a threat
to me as any of your other friends I promise that I will release if you and your friends give me all 7 of the
Chaos Emeralds and admit to me that I Dr Eggman am the supreme dictator in the world" "NEVER"
blouted Sonic. Eggman snaps his fingers showing his two robot friends attempting to put
toxic acid and sonic screamed "NO Don't! okay okay Eggman you win" Sonic lied "But you must promise
to release her if I do this to you. "I promise" said Dr Eggman crossing his fingers behind his back
"Allright" said Sonic crossing his fingers course neither of them can see them doing this. Sonic
laughed in his mind he said to himself "what a sucker I can still beat him even with this dirty tricks."
Bokuun quickly flies away giving Sonic a bomb "Have a nice day" "AWWW" the bomb explodes and
sonic is shown with black smoke as Bokuun left the same scene. Sonic raises his fist
"Thanks I needed that" Sonic said sarcastically. "Anytime" said Bokuun. "If he ever does that again I'm
outta here" sonic tried to take his focus off that dirty joke Bokuun played. Just then "HEY SONIC" the
pink hedgehog Amy shows up. "Just when my life can get any worse". "Long time no see huh
Sonic hey why are you all black you almost got me confused with Shadow". "Don't ask listen I need your
help to help me save a friend." "ofcourse Sonic I would do anything for you will you still marry me?"
Sonic said "Will you help me or not?" "Sure" said amy. "you know a simple yes would have been
good enough" Meanwhile at Chris' house the house seems to be totally deserted and slim and the willies
sneaked into the back of the mansion assuming that's where maggie and mrs calloway would be. "Uh
they're not here boss where can they be. while Maggie and Mrs Calloway are stuck in the Thorndykes
basement
with plenty of food and seeing there's a window on that door Maggie sees a man with a tuxedo. "What
are they having an auction or something in this place" said Maggie. Mrs Calloway stood on his back legs
"What a minute that's Alameda Slim I noticed that mustache when I see it" "How did they find us?" said
Mrs Calloway "Never mind that let's turn him into yesterday's oatmeal ready to want to charge him" Mrs
C stopped her "Wait mr Tanaka can protect us". All of sudden a chinese man stood outside the back
door "May I help you sirs" Slim approached him and said "I'm sorry I didn't notice anyone was here"
"Yeah neither did I" blerted one of the Willies slim knuged him hard. "Sir have you seen two cows run
around here I know someone told me that they can be located here at this exact place. Mr Tanaka said
"Sir I'm afraid I don't know what you are talking about I suggest you leave immediately. Slim got
infuriated he grabbed Mr Tanaka "WHERE ARE THEY? Mr Tanaka kicked him hard and the three willies
and Slim was in huge pain and had no other choice but to retreat and get out of there as soon as
possible "quick we'll steal this truck and head back to Eggman's base" In the basement Mrs Calloway
and Maggie were
outside now when Mr Tanaka opened the door to let them have fresh air.
Tails Workship
Meanwhile in Tails workshop Tails is working on a device to get the cows back home as soon as
possible. Tails is still working on the gadgets. "I sure hope Sonic is doing all right" he continued " I'll send
Sonic a fake Chaos Emeralds so that he can trick Eggman while sneaking into Eggmans' base. Tails
was getting
tired just working on this and sat down on his chair just feeling sorry for Grace to be victimized in this
technology based world. Tails knows that he himself and his Amy have been kidnapped a dosen time by
the nefarious Dr Eggman but he always have faith that Sonic would come and seek their rescue at the
end.
Tails wanted to help to sneak into Eggman's base but is a little afraid of himself getting caught as well

which would make matters worse for his friends. All of a sudden Rouge is outside of Tails workshop
spying on the little fox without Tails knowing what's going on. "Huh" said Tails who looked out the
window but nothing
was there. "Must be my imagination" Rouge outside quickly thought to herself "should I or should I not
take down that insolent brat that is the question. "And who says Shakespeare is the only person who
makes witty comments like that" "I'll spy on him a little more and see if he gives me answers
At Eggman's base
Grace is still singing to calm herself in the danger she is in. and Bokuun and Decoe cover their ears. 'We
warned you bovine to stop singing but I guess we have no choice but to kill you" "Thank goodnees"
eggman bursts in "Not yet you fools I have a feeling sonic is going to try to trick me as usual since I
figure Sonic has some
of sneaky type plan whatever anyway I'll take care of this cow." he puts a needle attached to Grace's
neck and Grace starts mooing like crazy and soon later she falls into sleep" What is that sleeping gas
needle" said Becoe "Never mind that" said eggman "She's not dead yet this is just to give that cow a
final warning of what will
happen to her if she doesn't obey me" then all of a sudden Slim comes in. "Well Slim back so soon?
where did you go? a funeral HA HA" blurted Eggman. "Very funny" said Slim "I tried to get into that
house to steal the rest of the cows but some guy hi chopped into steak" "Oh that's too bad" said Eggman
"You're just lucky that Sonic
wasn't there to stop you" Eggman starts a screen which shows a picture of Maggie and Mrs Calloway in
the basement of Chris' house. "The basement the one place I haven't looked yet said slim I'll use the
mind control device is that allright. Eggman nods "Good said Slim. The willies were extremely tired from
all that running but decide
to still go along with Slim. One of the willies said "oh boy cow roping time let's put our heads together."
"Okay" said the other willies they bonk their heads together causing them to feel dizzy and coo coo in
the head. "Come on you idiots stop goofing around let's go." As soon as the four outlaws leave Eggman
quietly walks over to the
mechanized Grace with delight "aw soon my pet will be the end of sonic" Grace heard about this and
said while still being trapped "Oh yeah sonic will beat you and come rescue. The robots and Eggman are
shocked when they heard this. "Who said that" said Becoe. "I did Grace the Cow and ofcourse I can talk
I just didn't Slim to found out and yes
I did took on slim single handingly but that doesn't mean I'm strong enough to handle stuff in this
universe" before Grace could say anymore Eggman put a muzzle to keep Grace from talking or from
singing. "thank goodness" said the robots. "Its bad enough she can sing but its even worse when she
talks back to me like that. "So now what do we do" said
the two stupid but loyal henchmen to eggman. "Well I haven't heard back from Shadow but Rouge told
me that she was doing a little spying of herself.
Tails Workship
"Okay I should be almost done with this portal device as soon as I get the chaos emerald (which is fake).
Rouge decides to strike in unannouced "HEy foxbox mind if you tell me where you got that chaos
emerald" "Rouge how did you find me" said tails. Rouge was shocked about this. she flurts "aw is that
any way to treat a lady or perhaps this will make
to stay quiet. Rouge grabbed some rope and tied up Tails in her chair. She grabbed the fake chaos
emeralds which she doesn't know about just yet. Then all of a sudden Blaze the Cat comes in from her
universe. "Blaze what a pleasent suprise what brings you here." Blaze grabs Rouge and hits her with her

fiery hands. "You can't treat Tails like that" "Knuckles
told me all about you now SCRAM before I make you toast." "You haven't seen the last of me pussy cat"
hissed Rouge. Blaze quickly unties Tails. "You allright Tails" "Yeah thanks for saving my life Blaze what
are you doing here anyway? "well back in my universe the sol emeralds are safe for now after I took
care of Eggman Nega which he shouldn't be a threat
much for now but I realize Sonic needs my help in saving a cow." "Yeah that's right sonic and I agreed to
help out 3 dairy cows that were transporting from a dude ranch to our world and they're in great danger."
"well I know it doesn't look as serious as it looks I mean if I was the one kidnapped you know it would
sound more life serious but still I'm impressed
that Sonic would go through all that trouble to help other animals that even he would probably call
strangers by the way what are you with (points) that chaos emerald. Tails turn to talking. "well sonic told
me that Eggman forces to give him all 7 chaos emeralds to him or else Grace who's the cow we're
mentioning would die but this ofcourse is the fake version of one
which I myself created back when Sonic and the rest of us took Eggman down up in the Space Colony
Ark and it worked course I don't want to brag or anything but Sonic probably wouldn't have foiled
Eggman's plans without me" "I see your point already" said Blaze "one question" "What" tails said. Blaze
said nervously "Does Sonic think I'm cute?" Tails shocked when he heard
this. "I don't know what he thinks but I do" Tails mind couldn't resist. "I can't believe I just said that" was
the thought that went through tails head. "Thanks" Blaze said purring while hugging Tails. "Ahhh" Blaze
sure is soft and cuddly" went through Tails mind once again LOL. "Ahh you're so soft and cuddly" said
Tails "What" asked Blaze. "Duh I mean I'll talk to you later Blaze as soon
as I finish repairing the portal thingy I mean device" Blaze shrugged and walked out the door. Tails
looked at Blaze walking by "Aww she's so beautiful" Tails mind began to wonder with thoughts of Blaze
being Tails girlfriend. Tails usually isn't the mushy but I guess when Blaze saved tails from being
prisoner in his own warehouse really proved that Blaze really does
care about Tails or does it? "What if Grace like Sonic? a cow and a hedgehog be very weird especially
they're both from two different cartoon worlds. Ofcourse Tails had a choice to wheither or not they want
Grace and her friends to return back but for a cow Grace is rather attractive and could be a good friend
with Tails if she was any smarter and a better freedom fighter which
the chances of that happening are kinda slim. Tails took his mind off Blaze and decided to get back to
work he's almost done.
In Chris house
Chris who has been for a while because of a small trip that he and his classmates went for a short time
noticing that two cows are staying with him because a greddy outlaw wants to kill them. As soon as Slim
and the willies head to chris' basement. The willies have a net ready to catch the two cows like that.
"Remember boys when I give the signal jump on them understand." "Wait jump
on the japanese guy who knocked you out." said one of the willies. "No you imbelicle at the cows"
blurted Slim. "Oh yeah the cows I almost forgot (the three laugh goofily) Slim knocks the daylight out of
them for the millionith time. "serves me right to have no good company help these days" slim said
behind his back. Slim opens the door and realizes that its open. "well that was easy"
just then "Now" is said by none other than Maggie who she and mrs calloway charge at the four outlaws
and the four are sent flying and mr tanaka gets a rope and ties the four outlaws together. "Its amazing
what a butler like myself can do other than one is not told what to do these days" he winked. Maggie is
excited "Yeah we caught Slim again" "But we have to still save Grace somehow"
"She could still be in mortal danger for all we know" Blaze unexedienly shows up at the basement. Mr
Tanaka talks to Blaze and tells Blaze that Sonic just left to search for other friends. So just like Blaze

blazes her way out of here. Maggie recognizes Blaze and tells her to wait up Maggie runs over to her
"hey you catlady aren't you the same catgirl that helped outta that mustache weirdo
place cause we need to save her. "please don't call me catlady I hate when people call me that and Tails
told that he was a way to send you back to your world but he's still not finished yet as far as I know. Mrs
Calloway interrupted "So you'll help us my good woman" "Why not basically if it were up to me it would
be none of my business because my job on earth is to protect my own universe
but since I figure that Sonic needs people's help I figure it would best to help him out anyway I can.
"Allright did you hear that Mrs C everything will be back to normal (burps) excuse me I just had my
appetizers this morning you know." Blaze holds her nose for a while "whatever well I suppose you two
would be safe at the house. "Not so fast" said Slim who managed to untie himself from the ropes
he's in while the willies have mr tanaka with the back of his hands tied while unnoticing it. Slim uses
Eggman's device and points it at Mrs Calloway and Maggie and meanwhile Blaze is shocked when she
sees this. Slim says "Whoo hoo revenge is finally mine oh boy I can't wait to get off this cruddy universe
so I enjoy some cattle stew he he". Blaze was furiated when she heard this "Not if I can help it"
Blaze jumpkicks Slim and the three Willies she doesn't use her fire because she doesn't want to excite
the whole neighboorhood if there was a fire going on. Suddenly Slim was all knees "please don't hurt me
catlady I didn't mean no harm I just want to send my cowfriends back home please don't hurt me. Willies
said in fear "please don't hurt us either" Blaze thought for a minute "Turn those cows back to normal
or perhaps I should do it myself she grabs the device and turns Maggie and Mrs Calloway back to
normal. "What happened" said Mrs Calloway. "Look Blaze saved us" Blaze walks up to Slim "so you're
the one responsible for hurting these poor innocent cows. "No I can explain I" The willies "don't mind
slim mrs purrinstein our boss just wanted to get even with the cows because we wanted to own the west
and be the
richest landbaron in the west (grins). Slim after hearing is infuriated cause the bubble is bursted now aka
the truth is out. "GIL" shouted Slim "You idiot you weren't supposed to say that" Slim chokes Gil as hard
as he can. Blaze is annoyed when she hears about this. Just then a policeman shows up and arrests
Slim and the willies for animal torture and for tresspassing without permission. "You cows are going to
pay
for this" shouted slim. Maggie and Mrs C slapped hands together in delight. the four are taken in a
modern day policecar compared to the one which is old back at their place. "boy you must feel very
stupid eh boss being beaten by dairy cows even if we're not in Patch of Heaven." "One more word and
you three are mincement they may have gotten us but that other cow is still in our possession and as
soon as eggman
defeats his so called enemies then he'll release us and then we'll take over." The policecar speeds
away. Maggie walks up to Blaze "thanks for your help you may have some strange power but you sure
know when to come in handy. quickly Blaze speeds off in search for sonic. "one down one to go" said
maggie. "yes but this is the toughest challenge that we have yet sofar" said Mrs C as she looks toward
the direction of
eggman's base.
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